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Types de données, données de panel



„



„ „



Le même individu (l (l’unité unité d’observation) d observation) est observé pendant un certain temps (5-10 ans). Le plus souvent il s’agit de données aléatoires (d’enquête) Problèmes d’attrition!
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Types de données: données de panel



Structure of panel datasets I



Individual observations ranked by time : 1 to T



I



Then individuals are all stacked up : 1 to N



I



Variables are written yi,t with i individual and t time period



i 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 .. .



t 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 .. .



y



x



y1,1 y1,2 y1,3 y1,4 y2,1 y2,2 y2,3 y2,4 .. .



x1,1 x1,2 x1,3 x1,4 x2,1 x2,2 x2,3 x2,4 .. . 6/53
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Types de données: pseudo pseudo-panels: panels: structure identique aux panels, mais les individus sont regroupés.
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T Types de d données: d é série é i temporelle ll de d données d é d’enquête d’ ê



‰



‰



‰



On peut “empiler” les données (enquêtes, séries temporelles) transversales réalisées à des périodes différentes. Intéressant quand il y a d variables des i bl communes. Le fichier ainsi rassemblé peut être traité comme des données transversales classique, avec la prise en compte de la dimension de temps. Les série temporelles de données d’observation sont souvent aussi appelées les panels (éco inter)
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Types de données: série temporelle de données d’enquête
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Types yp de données,, séries temporelles p



„



Les séries temporelles se caractérisent par la structure de type: une observation = une période de temps (année, mois, semaine, jour…)



„



Les séries temporelles ne sont pas des échantillons aléatoires – certains problèmes particuliers apparaissent.



„



Leurs spécificité c’est l’analyse des tendances, des variations saisonnières, de la volatilité, de la persistance, de la dynamique.
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Types de données, série temporelle



Data types and their characteristics



A multitude of data types and econometric models can be used to estimate demand systems. Data types include aggregate time series, within-group time series, cross-sections, pseudo-panels using aggregated data, cross sections individual data, panels using individual data pseudo- panels. Aggregate time series data frequently produce aggregation biases because of composition effects due to the change of the population or the heterogeneity of price and income effect between different social classes. These problems have led the vast majority of empirical studies in labor economics to use individual data. Individual panel data generally span short time periods and are subject to nonresponse attrition bias. Even panels on countries or industrial sectors can suffer from structural changes or composition effects that make it difficult to maintain the stationarity hypotheses for all variables. Thus, grouping data to estimate on pseudo-panel is an alternative, even when panel data exist, in order to estimate on longer periods or to compare different countries. Pseudo-panel data are typically constructed from a time series of independent surveys which have been conducted under the same methodology on the same reference population, but in different periods, sometimes consecutive and sometimes not.



In pseudo-panel analyses, individuals are grouped according to criteria which do not change from one survey to another, such as their birth year or the education level of the reference person of a household. Estimation with pseudo-panel data diminishes efficiency on the cross-section dimension, but we will show that it also gives rise to a heteroscedasticity in the time dimension.



Static and dynamic demand models have been developed for these different types of data, with each adopting a different approach to problems caused by unobserved heterogeneity across consumption units or time period of measurement as well as the cross-equation restrictions imposed by consumption theory. The use of different types of data helps reveal the nature of the biases they impart to estimates of income and expenditure elasticities.



The error components model Assume we have N individuals observed on a time span of length T . For any individual i at time t, a very general model could be : I



0 yi,t = Xi,t b + ui,t (k,1) (1,k)



I



With ui,t = αi + βt + εi,t



I



αi would capture individual-specific heterogeneity (time-invariant )



I



βt would capture time-specific heterogeneity (individual-invariant)



I



εi,t would capture other, totally random heterogeneity (the usual well-behaved error term)



I



All these components would be independent from each other



I



This would account for all the possible sources of heterogeneity 8/53



The error components model : a usual simplification



I



Usually N is very large with respect to T , so that the time-specific components tend to be perfectly known (computed on a large number of individuals)



I



As a consequence, we rather put in the model time-specific constants ct , i.e. one dummy for each time period



I



The model then simplifies to :



I



0 yi,t = Xi,t b + ui,t (k,1) (1,k)



I



With ui,t = αi + εi,t



I



And time-specific constants belong to variables X



I



This is the error-component model commonly used
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Three ways to estimate β yit = β ' xit + ε it



yit − yi. = β ' ( xit − xi. ) + ε it − ε i. yi. = β ' xi. + ε i.



overall within between



The overall estimator is a weighted average of the “within” and “between” estimators. It will only be efficient if these weights are correct. The random effects estimator uses the correct weights. 22
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